Love is the only way we can fight the rise of Donald
Trump
Trump’s the founder of a new, national (even international) love-in he did not seek, and which he
no doubt finds irritating.
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Just call him Donald J. Trump, purveyor of love. A man who’s quick to note how much he loves “the
poorly educated,” “Israel and the Jewish people,” “Hispanics,” “the coal miners,” and, of course, America
(circa the time when it was “great”).
As for the love he’s inspired in his supporters, some of it was courted, including from anti-abortion activists
and evangelical voters who will love his Supreme Court nominee, Neil Gorsuch; and from those thrilled by
his executive order on immigration, which relates to his campaign promise to institute a Muslim ban; and
from Wall Street, where hearts no doubt swelled at his promised dismantling of Dodd-Frank (the act
instituted post-2008 to prevent a similar economic collapse by restricting risky lending by banks).
But Trump’s also the founder of a new, national (even international) love-in that he did not seek, and which
he no doubt finds deeply irritating: The motto Love Trumps Hate, which found a second, post-election
wind as the de facto operating procedure of the left.
Love, in America, is trumping Trump’s presidency. Those who came out in historic numbers for the
Women’s March, for example, proved that unattractive pink hats have actually no impact on the
seriousness or longevity of a movement’s activism. All that love for a variety of marginalized groups,
expressed in hundreds of marches, has fuelled organized phone-call campaigns to pressure senators to stop
the confirmation of Trump’s cabinet picks. And in a new poll, 40 per cent of Democratic women say they
are committed to being more politically active (compared to just 27 per cent of Democratic men).
Pro-choice groups, motivated by their love especially for poor women and women of colour, who are most
affected by increasing restrictions on abortions, are mobilizing to challenge Gorsuch, Trump’s Supreme
Court pick.
Protesters who’ve swarmed U.S. airports showing love for refugees and immigrants have forced Trump’s
administration to walk back some aspects of his executive order, and led to the heart-warming image of a
Jewish and Muslim family protesting side by side, with one child holding an actual “love” sign.
Those worried about climate change and motivated by their love for the environment have protested
Trump’s efforts to require political oversight of government research and muzzle federal employees.
Federal employees, motivated by a different kind of love for America, have launched rogue Twitter
accounts and, it’s reported, hatched plans to thwart their new president by slowing down the bureaucracy.
Arguing that it is women, in particular, who are trumping Trump’s presidency thus far, journalist Rebecca
Traister wrote, “It takes a Villain” to unify and galvanize the left. But it also takes love. Love is how you
know what to fight for. Love is what you seek when you stand with others and stand up for your beliefs.
Love is the antidote of fear. It is sustenance for any resistance. And this is not a revelation: it’s been learned
by people in dangerous times over centuries around the world.
Still, love gets a rather gushy rap. In masculine cultures, it’s been demoted to the feminine, deemed flimsy
and passive, a beta emotion, a feeling without much muscle, or strength. But its power is now on full
display in the U.S., thanks to the new president. And love poses the biggest threat to his administration.
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